
Interpolation of shape functions:
Remember that for time marching schemes, the solution was interpolated as,
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Side note: From the methods on the left, one can come up with novel time integration schemes

If we follow up a formulation with this type of spatial mesh extrusion in time and basis function in time, we can come up for high 
order time integration schemes for time marching methods.

In fact, by using shape functions like this and integration of the balance law in spacetime and getting rid of time dependencies, we 
get something similar to RK implicit methods, etc. There are many examples in the literature that time integration schemes are 
derived this way for a particular problem. 

We'll mostly focus on "causal" spacetime meshes

We'll do two sample formulations for the thermal heat conduction and elastodynamics.

General weak statement:

c
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For continuous FEMs we cannot isolate and element and have w = 1 only in that 
element. Because of this, for cFEMs we can only ensure the satisfaction of balance 
laws for the entire (spatial / spacetime) domain by setting w = 1 everywhere. 

For DG methods, we can set w = 1 only in one element and recover the balance 
laws per element. This is a selling point for DG methods. Satisfaction of balance 
laws at the element level is highly desired and very important in many 
applications (electromagnetics balance of charges, …)
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Example 1:
Thermal problem:
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Two ways to fix the issue with vertical interfaces (and in general a term multiplying nx)

Recall from prior discussion that in many DG formulations for elliptic PDEs we 
needed this penalty term for stability. For parabolic PDEs, we don't need to have 
this. You can refer to all those papers that discuss different forms of numerical fluxes 
for parabolic PDEs 

We don't have the penalty term added for q*.
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How to form a hyperbolic heat conduction model?
There are numerous hyperbolic heat conduction models in the literature. We'll just cover one here
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